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55. Lie derivatives in general space of paths.*
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Mathematical Institute., Tokyo Imperial University.

(Comm. by S. KAKEYA, M.I.A., July 12, 1945.)

O. rnt.oductio. In a series of Notes published in these Proceedings,1)

the present author has studied the infinitesimal deformations in afSnely connec-

ted spaces. The main pul"se of the present Note is to study the infinitesimal

deformations in the general space of path. and to generalise some of the results

obtained in the above cited Notes. To my knowledge, there are only three
parers on the infinitesimal deformations in the generalised spaces, the papers by

M.S. Knebelman,) by S. Hokari’) and by E. T. Davies.)

In Paragraph 1, we expose some formulae in the geometry of general space

of paths which will be useful later. In the next Paragraph, we study the Lie

derivations of tensors whose components are functions not only of position but

also of direction. In Paragraph 3, we shall dofine the Lie derivatives of the

affine connection and study some of its fundamental properties.

In Paragraph 4, we study the afllne and projective collinoations in the

general space of pathwhich were also studied by M.S. Knebelman.

In tim last Paragraph, we define the deformed space whose components of

the affine connection are/,-]-DF, and calculate the curvature tensor of the

deformed space: The full detail will be published elsewhere.

1. Gene’al sacv oflgaths. A general space of paths is an n-dimensional

space in which is given a system of curves, called paths, such that through any

two points given in a properly restricted region, there passes one and only one

path. If we introduce, in this general space of paths, a system of coordinates
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